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Abstract
The wireless medium is a s=ce shared resource in mobde com-
puting. Consequently, the media access control (MAC) layer in-
fluences the fairness and robustness of the wireless network. Ac-
cording to the current MAC protocok, stations are not able to
gain access equdy to the shared wireless medium. This problem
is conunody known as the fairness problem. The fairness problem
occurs mostly bemuse of the existence of hidden stations and the
presumption of a non-Wy connected wird=s network topology.
This paper addresses solutions to the fairness problem in wireless
networks. persistent carrier sense mdtiple access based dg~
rithms are proposed in which a fair wirel=s access for each user is
accomplished using a precsdtiated N acce~ Probabfity, Pij,

. .

that represents the Eti access probabtity horn station i to j. Lii
access probabfities are dcdated at the source station in two
ways using connection-based and time-based media access meth-
ods. According to the used methods, each active user broadcasts
information on either the number of Iogicd connections or the av-
erage cent ent ion time to the stations within the communication
reach. This information exchange provides partird understand-
ing of the topology of the network to the stations. Each station
reserves a specific priority for itse~ to gain access to the shared
medium. It is suggested that the information is exchanged dur-
ing the W access discovery procedure for the connection-based
method, and periodidy for the time-based method. Link access
probabtit ies are modified every time the exchanged information
is received. The proposed algorithms are dynamic and sensitive
to the changes in the network topology. The sdgoritb have been
implemented in a specific media access control protocol [1], but
they are app~mble to d media access control protocok. Sim-
dation restits show that the algorithms restit in an order of
magnitude performance improvement in terms of throughput in
a wirel= network.

1 Introduction
The emergence of portable terrninrds in work and fiving environ-
ments is accelerating the introduction of wireless networks, which
WU play an important role in the personal communications SY*
terns. A wirdess locsd area network (LAN) is a way to connect
port able computers over radio or infrared wireless W that are
in a smd area such as an office or home environment. Wireless
LANs are mu~ flexible and cheaper to instd than wired LANs.
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Wireless LANs have two configurations: Infiastmctured
and ad-hoc wireless LANs. k a typid ad-hoc wireless LAN,
stations estabfish peer-tepeer communication among themsdves
independently in their smd area. Note that ad-hoc networks
presume a non-ftiy connected network topology. Wastructured
wireless LANs estabfish the communication between stations with
the help of an infrastructure such as a wired or wireless backbone.

The wireless medium is a shared resource. Consequently,
it is critid that a medium access control (MAC) protocol pr~
vides fairness and robustn=s to the wirdess network. The MAC
protocok rdy on the features of the mtitiple access protocok.
There are many proposed mdtiple access protocok for wireless
LANs, such as carrier sense multiple access (CSMA), polling, and
time division multiple access (TDMA). h this paper, we focus on
CSMA protocok, which is a member of the ALOHA f-y pr~
tocok. CSMA is designed for radio networks even though it is
rdso successtiy appEed in the wired networks, such as Ether-
net. Carrier sensing is not always possible in a wireless medium
due to the hidden station problem. h a wireless LAN in which
not d the stations are within tr-raission range of one another,
a station with a packet to send cannot accurately ascertain if its
transmission win arrive without co~sions at m intended receiver,
because it cannot hear the transmission from other senders that

might arrive at the same intended receiver. This is referred to
as hidden station problem. For example, directed infrared (~)
media is an environment in which there is a high chance of hid-
den stations. Figure 1 shows an example of the hidden station
problem, where station A is within commtication reach of both
stations B and C. However, station B and C carmot hear each
other, therefore they are hidden stations for each other. When
station B attempts to reserve the channel accortig to the ~EE
802.11 standard, it sends a request-t~send (RTS) packet before
transmitting the data. Ordy station A receives the RTS packet,
but station C does not. Station A repties to station B with dear-
tmsend (CTS) packet. Both stations B and C receive the CTS
packet. CTS packet is the ody way for station C to get informed
about channel reservation. E station C does not receive the CTS
packet due to the physical obstructions of the k~of-sight, or r-
ceives it in emor, station C may attempt to reserve the channel
while station B is tr-mitting its data. It restits in co~sion at
station A sdthough station B has reserved the channel succes
fdy.

CSMA with co~sion avoidance (CSMA/CA) is proposed
to deviate the hidden station problem. CSMA/CA with a four-
way handshake is used to combat the problem of an indoor fad-
ing channek [6]. CSMA/CA is proposed by the ~EE 802.11
co-ttee. According to CSMA/CA, the channel is reserved by
RTS/CTS exchange, and then data transmission is ensured by
data/ACK exchage. CSMA/CA protocol is b=ed on Mdtiple
Access CoMsion Avoidance (MACA) [3]. MACA has been intr~
duced for single hop datagram service in wirelex LANs. The
MACA protocol attempts to detect co~sions at the receiver,
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Figure 1: ~ustration of the bidden station problem, where station A is within the communication reach of both stations B and C;

stations B and C can not hear each other; and station B reserves the chmel by RTS/CTS exchange to communicant e station A.

rather than at the sender, and it is simply a threeway handshake
(RTS, CTS, data). Severrd other MAC protocok have been pr~
posed, which are based on ~S-CTS exchanges, or RTSS fo~owed
by pauses. Later, the wireless MAC was refied by MACAW,
Floor Acquisition Mtitiple Access (FAMA) protocok, and the
~EE $02.11 standard [2,4, 5]. k MACAW, the MACA protocol
is augmented with additiond m-age types and backoff and r-
transmission strategies to improve throughput. b addition, floor
acquisition protocol gives the abtity for a sender to take over
control of the channel and transmit one or mdtiple data packets
without contentions. Mthough the motivation for MACA, EEE
802.11, MACAW and FAh4A is to solve the hidden station pro~
lem and &o to provide a fair and robust network, stations sti~
~ot gti access to the medium equdy. This is referred to
as fafrn ess pro b/em. The -ent MAC prot ocok solves co~sions
raising because of hidden stations, however they cannot solve the
fti- problem due to the presumption of a non-tiy connected
wireless network topology.

The objective of this paper is to provide new, efficient,
and simple wireless h4AC dgoritbms for having stations equdy
share the medium in a wireless network. This paper addresses
some solutions for the fairness problem in wireless networks,
which are ded balanced media access methods. These methods
are e~y to implement in a cornrnercid wireless LAN. Balanced
media access methods are persistent CSMA based dgoritbrns in
which a fair wireless access for each user is accomplished using a
pre-dtiated fink access probabfity, p~~, that represents the W
access probability from station i to j. According to the methods,
H access probabiiti= are ddated at the source station in
two ways: Connection-based and time-based media access meth-
ods. According to the used methods, each active user broadcasts
information either on the number of logid connections, or the
average cent ention time to the stations within the communication
reach. This information exchange provides a partial mderstand-
ing of the topology of the network to the stations. Each station
reserves a specfic priority for itse~ to gtin access to the shared
medium. The proposed ~gorithms are dyndc and sensitive to
the changes in the network topology. Link access probabfiti= are
modified every time the exchanged information is received. It is
suggest ed that the information is exchanged during the fink access
discovery procedure for the connection-based method, and peri-
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odidy for the tire-based method. This information exchange
is simple and easfly implemented. Note that the methods are ap
pticable to ~ media access control protocok. k our sinndations,
we use the wireless network architecture based on AR spefica-
tions [1] to explore the performance of our dgoritbms in wireless
ad-hoc LAN..

This paper has 5 sections. k Section 2, we provide some
background on the media access control protocok, the ba&-off
algorithm, and the window exchange algorithm used in our sim-
tiations. h Section 3, we introduce the brd~ced media access
methods intended to solve the fbess problem in wireless net-
works. h Section 4, we evaluate the performances of the bahmced
media access methods using several Merent wireless ad-hoc net-
work configurations. fn Section 5, we summarize our findings.

2 Wireless LAN Architecture

h ttis paper, we introduce bdancedmedia access methods with a
wirelms MAC protocol based on AR spefication [I]. The MAC
protocol is a four-way handshake (RTS, CTS, data, ACK) with
mdtiple data-packet transmissions in each reservation. This is
referred to as bzTst transmission. Since implementation issues of
this MAC protocol are beyond the scope of t~s paper, the MAC
protocol is overviewed briefly (see [1] for det~).

The MAC protocol can be summarized as fo~ows: Source
station sends a request-t-send (RTS) packet to the destination
station. The intended destination rephes with a dear-t-send
(CTS) pa~et. Upon receiving the CTS, the source station sends
its data immediately. Any station overhearing an RTS and/or
CTS message, defers d transmission. untfl for a period that d-
10WSthe =sociated transmission to be finished. According to
this RTS/CTS exchange, stations that receive the RTS and/or
CTS packet, but not a part of RTS/CTS exchange, enter into
the non-participant mode. After every successfi channd reser-
vation, mdtiple data packets are transmitted. After the transmiss-
ion of mdtiple data and their ACK packets, the source station
sends an End-of-Bwt (EOB) packet, and waits for an End-of-
Burst-Cohation (EOBC) packet horn the intended receiver.
h this system, other stations overhearing the RTS/CTS ex&ange
and/or data transmission, defer their own transmissions untfl
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Figure 2: ~ustration of the media access protocol based on ~ spefimtions [1].

EOB/EOBC exchange. Figure 2 Wustrates the described MAC
protocol where two packets are transmitted within a successti
reservation. The performan ce of other stations that can not hear
the RTS/CTS exchange, may *O be &ected. Figure 3 Wustrates
how the network topology Meets the transmission. Referring to
Figure 3, station 3 reserves the channel by sending a RTS packet
to station 4. Station 4 rep~= back with a CTS packet. Then,
station 3 transmits its data, and station 4 rephes back with an
ACK packet. Station 2 receives the RTS pa&et since it is within
the commtication reach of station 3. However, station 2 can
not receive the CTS packet because it is not within the comnm-
nication reach of station 4. Station 1 does not receive neither
the RTS nor the CTS packet since station 1 is witti the com-
munication reach of station 2 ody. Meanw~e, if station 1 has
a packet to send to station 2, it may not send its packet since
station 2 turns out to be in non-participant mode because of the
communication between stations 3 and 4. b ttis case, since the
medimn is i~e from station 1 point of view, station 1 sends its
RTS packet to reserve the &annel after bating off. Since station
2 can not issue a CTS packet, station 1 increases its ba&-off win-
dow size and backs off again after timing out. Data transmission
between stations 3 and 4 may end dtig this time. Since station
1 has backed off with a hger back-off window size, stations 2, 3
or 4 ha~,e higher chance to reserve the channel again rather than
station 1, because they have smder back-off window sizes. This
example shows that a new access method is necessary to provide
a fair access chance to each station for each Iogicd connection.

2.1 The Back-off Mechanism

The gord of CSMA protocob is to prevent stations from coMd-
ing with other stations within their transmission ranges by asking
stations to Esten before they transmit. According to the protocol,
every station senses the media before transmitting. As described
in the EEE 802.11 standard, a station with a packet to send
starts a back-off timer when the chmmel is ide. H the station
senses any transmission in the media, it stops the ba~-off timer
without reset ting it. The back-off timer is restarted when the
channel is avdable again. The station sends the packet when
the counter reaches the end of the back-off period. h our wire
less LAN system, we assume that every station has at most eight
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attempts to reserve the channel. K a station is not able to cap
ture the charred after eight attempts, it aborts its transmission.
The source station backs off by selecting random baa-off periods
from a range of [0, BO] slots where BO represents the ba&-off
window size. Source station keeps the value of its own last back-
off window size, wfich is used in the last r=ervation. After each
successfd reservation, the station decreases its ba&-off window
size BO to BO/2. E the reservation attempt is nnsuccess~, the
back-off window size BO is increased to 2 x BO. The back-off
window size ~ot be more than 128 slots, or less than 8 slots.

2.2 Window-exchange Algorithm

The gord of the window-exchange algorithm is to prevent stations
&om having high back-off window sizes. According to the rdg~
rithm used in our wireless LAN system, the transmitting station
inserts the information of the l=t back-off window size into the
RTS packet. Any station receiving this information ddates its
new ba&-off window using

min{current BO,received BO}.

The intended receiver inserts the received back-off window infor-
mation into the CTS packet. Therefore, hidden stations of the
source station may rdso receive the ba&-off window information.

3 Bdaced Media Access Methods

The gord of the balanced media access methods is to provide
desired fair media access for each station in any wireless net-
work configuration. The methods we introduce are based on P
persistent protocol where stations send packets with probabtity
p, which is refereed to as link access pTobabi!ity, after the back-
off period, or back off again with probabtity l-p using the same
back-off window size. The probabihty p is constant in dassi-
cd ~persistent protocok, and it is not defined how to ddate
the probabltity p in dynamic environments. The balanced media
access metho& show how to crddate the probability p dynami-
CWY in wirele~ medium using a distributed approach. According
to the balanced media access methods, N access probabtities
are ddated at the source station in two ways either with a
connection-based or a tim~based media access method.

—y —- —— .——
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Fi~re 3: Example of the effect of non-fly connected network topology; where station 3 reserves the -d

4 by sending a RTS packet, station 4 repfies back with a CTS packet.

3.1 Connection-based Balanced Media Access
Method

b this method, stations ddate W access probabtities for
their logid h based on the information of the number of con-
nections of themselves and neighbor stations. A logid N rep
resents the N between a station and its visible station. An
example of a wirdess network topology is given in Figure 4(a).
Assume that station A~ is the source station. A group of stations,
B3, are visible stations of station A~. A group of station., Ck,
are the hidden stations of station A~. Each ck is comected to at
least one BJ. The rest of the stations in the network are denoted
by D/. Source station A, attempts to send its RTS packet to
station B, after the back-off period using a pr~crddated prob
abfity, p:j, or backs off again with probabfity 1 – pjj using the
same ba&-off window size. Each station broadcasts information
on the number of connections to the stations within the cornnm-
nication reach. Referring to Figure 4(a), station A ~broadcasts to
the neighbor stations (Bf, j = 1, . ...4) that it has 4 logic~ finks.
Station B1 broad-ts to its three neighbor stations (Ai, Cl and
C2 ) that it has 3 Iogid U, and so on. Ttis ~ormation ex-
change can preferably be done when a station discovers a change
in the network topology. h wireless networks, a M control layer
protocol is necessary to discover stations in the environment. Ac-
cording to the N control layer, when a station turns on in a
wireless environment, it performs a discovery process. Stations
hearing this discovery process update the number of logicrd con-
nections. Then, they broadcast the connection information to
other stations within their communication reach. Stations &o
broadcast the connection tiormation when they redze that a
stat ion within their communication reach tm off. For example,
Fi~e 4(b) shows that station C3 is disconnected. Hence, sta-
tions B3, Cl and D1 broadcast the information to their neighbor
stations that they now have 4, 1 and 1 logical h, respectively.
According to the figure, ordy the broad-t message of station B3
tiects M access probabilities of station Ai since B3 is the ody
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to communicate station

neighbor station of station Ai whose the number of connections
are changed.

k the fo~owing, the computation of M access probabfi-
ties using the connection-based media access method is described
ordy for station A~. The N acc~ probabiitics of the other
stations can be crdtiated in the same manner.

The set of stations that are visible to the source station
Ai is referred to as visible set and is denoted by Vi. The membem
of this set correspond to the station labded a. station. B3 (j =
1,..., N) in Figure 4. Referring to Fi~e 4, N is 4. Every station
B2 in the visible set broadcasts the information on the number
of it. logid connection., which is denoted by S3, j = 1,. ... N,
i.e.,. Sj is equal to the number of logid connections of station
Bj. The set that contains Sj’s of each station BJ is referred to
as connection set and denoted by S. Referring to Figure 4(a),
the visible set V and the connection set S are @ven a. Vi =
{B1, B2, B3, B4}, and S = {S1 = 3,S2 = 1,S3 = 5,S4 = 2}.
Source station Al keeps track of the values in the connection set
S. The number of connections of the source station Ai is denoted
by SA. SA is referred to as connection value. Referring to Figure
4(a), the connection value is 4, SA = 4. The connection v~ue
h= a property of

(1)

Jev,

The maximmvdue of mernbem of the connection set S is defined
in order to cddate the Enk access probabfiti=, and it is denoted
by

Sp
= max,.v, { s, } (2)

S? is referred to S. mam.mum connection value. Note that one
or more stations in the visible set V,, may have the maximum
value of S3 = Sy.

K SA = ~,ev, Sj, wMch means that the cumdative
total of the connection set, S, are equal to the connection value
SA, then the source station Ai chooses the H access probability

x P:3 = 1, Vj E Vi for ~ it. 10gid connections to the stations

-. ..— - --- ,... -.._
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Bj, j = 1, . . . . N. This equtity, p~j = 1, shows that source
station is a center station and it hu no bidden stations.

~ SA < ~j=v, Sj, which means that the connection

value is less than the cumdative total of the connection set S,
then either the source station A: has bidden stations, or there is
at least one connection between at lemt one pair of B2 stations.
b both cases, the matium connection value SW is compared
to s, ‘s.

~az, the fi~ access prob
KSA < XJCV, Sj ~ds~ = SA

abfity p,j from source station A: to the station B, WW be

Pi,=min{1’*} (3)

Spefidy, Eq. (3) is vfid if the number of connections of station
Bf is equal to the m-um connection value and the connection
value SA is less than the cumdative total of the connection set
s.

Maz, the H access probKSA < ~fcv, SJ ad SJ # SA
abifity p,j from source station A~ to the station BJ w~ be

(4)

Speficfly, ~. (4) is @d if the number of connections of sta-
tion B, is not equal to the m~urn connection value, and the
connection value SA is less than the curotitive totrd of the con-
nection set S. The method gives higher priority to the U which
has the m~um connection v~ue since the station with the
m~um connection value has higher data trfic than the other
stations in a My-1oaded network. The priorities of the other ~
are proportioned according to the mhum connection value.

We dtiate N access probabtities for the network
configuration given in Figure 4(a) using the connection-based
method. The resdts are given in Figure 4(c). Since the con-
nection value SA is 4, and 1sss than the cumdative total of the
connection set S, which is 11 (~~~vt Sj = 11), we use ~s. (3)

and (4) to dctiate N acc=s probabfities from source station
A, to the stations B , j = 1,...,4. Note that the m&um con-

hnection value is 5 (SA a%= 5), which is the number of connections
of station B3. b order to cddate the N access probabfitis
horn station A, to the stations B1, B2, B4, we use Eq. (4) since
the number of connections of each station is not equal than the
mtium connection value (S3 # SW for j = 1,2,4). The
resdting U access probablEties are 3/5, 1/5 and 2/5, respec-
tively. Since the number of connections of station B3 is equal
to the mtiurn connection value (S2 = S& for j = 3), we
use Eq. (3) for the N from station Ai to the station B3. The
resdting N access probabfity is 4/5. The N access probabil-
ities of the other stations are ddated in the same manner. We
*O give N acc~ probabtities for the case where station C3 is
disconnected. The restits are shown in Figure 4(d). Link access
probabtities that are &ected by the disconnection of the station
C3 are written in bold type. Note that the N access proba-
bfities of the source station Ai are changed since the m~~um
connection value that is the number of connections of station B3
is now 4.3.2The-based Bdmced Me&a Access

Method

k this method, M access probabilities are cd~ated based on
the average contention period. An average contention period is a
time interval between packet arrival to the MAC layer and trans-
mission of the packet to the destination. Note that an average
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contention period covers co~sions, the ba~-ofi periods, and the
tistening periods, in which another st?tion captures the channel.
As we discussed in Section 2, a fist-g period is a time interval
in which the intended sender wodd be a non-participant station
untfl the channel is ide again.

According to the tim~based media access method, every
station periodidy broadcasts a packet to its d logid W.
The packet *es the information of both the average contention
period of that specific W and a N trfic descriptor, Li3. Sta-
tions update fink access probabtiti~ every time they receive new
information about the contention period and the H tr~c de
scriptor. The H trfic descriptor, Lij, is d&ed as

{

1 if station i had trfic for station j
Lij = in the previous period (5)

o if otherwise

The N access probabfity of the M from station i to station j
is defined as

mT
Pij =

Li3

‘kev,(k*:)(Lk,tLik)Xk~V,(k#i)(TJiL~i + ‘LLi~)
(6)

where Tij is an average contention period born station i to sta-
tion j, v is a weight factor of an average contention period, and
Vi is the visible set as disaed in Section 3.1. Specifidy,
the tim~based method d~ates the M access probability of
the N by simply dividing its average contention period by the
mean value of the contention periods of d neighbor W. K the
N is blocked, the average contention period of that spetic M
(numerator in Eq. (6)) increases, eventudy, the contention p~
riods of the neighbor W (denominator in Eq. (6) is the mean
of those contention perio&) decremes. Thus, Eq. (6) WN raise
the access probabfity of the blocked N. h this way, we give
a higher priority to a @ that is blocked and less priority to a
M that is dominant over the other ~. The weight factor, T,
controk the increase rate of the N access probabfity according
to the average contention period. For T <1, the N access prob
abtity is always higher than the case in which v >1 (see Fig. 7).
h the rdgoritbm, the H trfic descriptor carries the informa-
tion of the trfic demand in the previous period. k this way, a
fink with no trfic is not taken into consideration. As a redt,
we wiU show that the tim~based approach gives better rdt ~
the trtic distribution is different among the ~ (see Section
4.4). k the next section, we simdate wirdess ad-hoc networks
with and without the algorithms.

4 Performance Evaluation

h this section, we investigate the performance of our dgoritbms.
The wirdess ad-hoc network configurations used in the simda-
tion are shown in Fi~e 5. Fi~e 5(a) is referred to as client-
seroer scenario, where station 1 is a server and the other stations
are tients. Figure 5(b)-(d) are referred to = 4-sfation scenario,
5-stafion scenario, and 6-station scenario, respectivdy. The sce-
narios cover the general wireless ad-hoc LAN topologies since the
presence of bidden stations and the presence of one or more simti-
taneous communication are the general features of the scenarios.
Referring to cfient-server scenario, there can be at most one si-
mdtaneous communication in the network. However, in the other
scenarios, there may be two simdtaneous communications in the
network. For example, in the 5-station scenario, it is possible to
have communication between stations 1 and 2, and stations 4
and 5, at the same time.

h our simdation model, a my loaded network is ~
surned. k other words, stations always have a packet to send.

...-- . ..- .. ..- .-. . -. -.—. ,.— — .——.
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Figure 5: Wireless network configurations and Enk access probabfities for the connection-based method, (a) Aent-server scenario, (b)

4station scenario, (c) 5-station scenario, (d) &station scenario.

The simtiation parameters are given as foUows: The wireless
channel is capable of transnu.ttingat 4 ~ps. Stations are within
10 meters of A other, giving a m-um propagation delay of
approfiately 3.33 nsec. The packet length is 2 Kbytes. The
transmitting window size is 8 packets. The slot size is 900 ~ec.
Note that one slot time is enough to cover the ~S frame and
the preamble of the CTS frame. The processing and transmission
time of ~S/CTS/EOB/EOBC packets is 1.984 msec. The sum
of the transmission time of an ACK packet and the processing
time of a received packet is 872 ~ec. A burst tr-rnission (8
packets) takes approtiately 45 slots. Since we focus on how
stations gain access to the channel, which is directly rdated with
the contention period, we sirndate the scenarios in a nois~free
setting. Therefore, if a station reserves the channel successtiy, it
sends exactly 8 packets. b the tim~based media access method,
we resume that the stations broadcast the information on the av-
erage contention period and the Enk trfic descriptor Li j in every
5K slots, which is appro~ately 4.5 sec. bcreasing the frequency
of broad-t WW deme=e the bandwidth efficiency. Sitiation
ran time is one fion slots (15 network minutes).

The H access probabfitiesfor the connection-basedme-
dia access method are shown in Figure 5. Stations that have
more connections have higher H access probab~ties than sta-
tions with few~erconnections. Stations with more logical W are
referred to as inner stations. h other words, inner stations have
more visible stations. Stations with fewer Iogid ~ are referred
to as cdg~ stations. Since inner stations are USU*Y the most con-
gest ed or blocked in practice, our connection-based method gives
higher priority to the inner statiom and lower priority to the edge
stations.

Ui access probabfities for the tim~based media access
method are skmdated. The resdts are given in Figure 6. The
N acce= probabfities of the ~station scenario are not shown

because the 5-station scenario covers a sfiar network topology.
Note that Ldij represents transmission from station i to station
j. According to the tirn~based method, * have higher U
access probabfities if they have longer contention periods, and
they have sder N access probabtiti= if they have sm~er
contention periods. The H access probabtities for the dent-
server scenario are given in Figure 6(a). h this scenario, since
stations 2, 3 and 4 are stiar stations, the W access probabtity
of each station converges to the same probabtity. The N acces
probabtities for the 5-station scenario me given in Figure 6(b).
According to the topology, Lti12 and Ei4 are stiar as are

Unk21 and Ei5. Thus, the N access probabfity converges
to 0.4 for both Ui12 and Lti54, and the probabtity converges
0.7 for both Ui21 and L*5. The U access probability is 1
for the rwt of the W. The &station scenario is simtiated in
two Merent ways; using sotid diagomd - and dashed diage
nd h. Stations that are connected with duhed diagonrd W
can hear each other, but they don’t have any packets to send
to each other. Stations that are connected with sohd diagond
h have data packets for each other as wd as they hear each
other. Ld access probabfities for the &station scenario with
dashed diagond - are given in Figure 6(c), and the &station
scenario with sofid diagond U are given in Figure 6(d). Since
changing the types of the diagond W dots not have =Y im-
pact on the number of connections, the N access probabtiti=
for the connection-based method are not changed. However, the
fink access probabtities for the tirnebased method =e changed
as are the average contention periods. h the &station scenario
with dashed diagond W, Lti12, Ui21, Ui6, and Ui5
are sitiar finks so that they have stiar access probabtities.
U1nkS4 and Ei3 are *O stiar to each other. As seen from
the &station scenario with sofid diagond W, a group of stiar
W are converging to the same N access probability. Note that
fink access probabtities make some os~ations in the beginning
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Figure 6: Ui ace- probabilities wing the timebased method for the given topologies, (a) Aent-server scenario, (b) 5-station

scenario, (c) &station with dashed diagond h, (d) &station scenario with sofid diagod ~, where Lfii3 represents the N from

station i to station j and -~= 2.
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Figure 7: kpact of the weight factory on H access probabfities for 5-station scenario, (a) Ld12, (b) Link21.

stage before converging to a Emit. Since the &station scenario
with sofid diagond W has large amount of active hnks, the os-
ciHation stage is longer. k the time-based method, the weight
fact or-i h= an impact on the H access probabfity. The impact
for the 5-station scenario is shown in Figure 7. Figure 7(a)-(b)
show the W access probability of Lii12 and L1nk21 for vari-
ous T values, respectively. According to the 5-station scenario,
Lii12 and Lti54 dominate the wireless medium since stations
1 and 5 codd transmit data simtitaneously. Consequently, the
inner stations can not fid a chance to reserve the channel, such
as U1nk21, -d so on. To increase the throughput of inner sta-
tions, the time-based method gives higher H access probabtity
to L1nk21 than U1nk12. b this way, stations with longer con-
tention periods have a change to reserve the media. As seen from
the figure, an increae in the weight factory Aways decreases the
M access probabihtim of the -.

h the fo~owing subsections, we investigate the perfor-
mance in terms of throughput for the network topologies given
in Figure 5. The experimental restits show the throughput of
the configurations using Am specifications without any dg-
rithm (original), with the window-exchange algorithm (Win-exe)
ofly, the connection-based balanced media access method (CB-
fair) ordy, both the connection-b=ed method =d the w&dow-
exchmge dgorithrn (CB-fair+WE), and both the timebased
method and the window-exchange algorithm (TB-fair+WE) for
various -~ values.

A jaimess index (FI) is introduced to show the degree of
effectiveness of the algorithms. FI is defied = the ratio of the
maximum N throughput and the minimum N throughput.
FI=l represents the ided fairness in the network. It means every
fink has the same throughput. E FI >>1, it means the finks can
not equdy gain access into the medium.

4.1 Throughput of the Cfient-Server Scenario

The resdts of the c~ent-server scenario are given in Table 1.
According to the restits, the network without any algorithm is
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reasonably fair since d @ have sidar chances to reserve
the channel. The probabtity of co~sion of two dents at the
server station is higher than the probability of co~sion of a
cfient and the server station. CoUsions resdts in larger baA-
off window sizes. Thus, implementing ordy the window-exchange
algorithm increases the throughput of the dents by decre=
ing their ba~-off window sizes. The tirn~based media access
method with the window-exchange rdgorithm *O increases the
throughput of the cXents. However, implementing both the win-
dow ex~ange rdgorithm and the connection-based access method
increases the throughput of the server station. kplementing
ordy the connection-based media access method &o incre=es
the throughput of the server, but it can not provide a fair access
by itse~. bplementingboth the window ex~age dgoritbm and
the connection-based access method provides a fair network ac-
cess among the other rdgorithms, but the network without any
sdgorithrn has *eady the most fair network ace- conditions.
It can be seen easfly by the help of the fairness index. FI is
1.18 (=0.5470/0.4627) for the dent-sevrer configuration without
anY agofithrn. It is 1.37 (=0.5761/0.4202) if both the window
exchange dgorithrn and the connection-based method is irnpl~
mented. It may be suggested that the rdgorithms can be turned
off if there is a cfient-server application. Since the server is the
ody station that h= a knowledge of the &ent-server applica-
tion, it instructs the cfients to turn off the dgontk. The totrd
throughput are %74.67 (2.9868 Mbps), %75.52 (3.0209 Mbps),
%74.45 (2.9779 Mbps) and %75.38 (3.0151 Mbps) for the original
network, the network with the window-exchange ~gorithm, with
both the connection-based method and the window-exchange d-
algorithm,and with both the time based method (T= 2) and the
window-exchange algorithm, resp ectivdy.

4.2 Throughput of the 4station Scenwio

k some topologies, inner stations may sometimes dotiate the
wireless medium. Consequently, edge stations sfier, M described
in Section 2. When edge stations s~er, the window-exchange
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Mgorithms TX:I ~ 2 Tx:2 ~ I Tx: 1+3 Tx:3 ~ 1 Tx:l ~ 4 Tx:4~1 FI

Original 0.5065 0.4627 0.4892 0.4803 0.5011 0.5470 1.18

Win-exe 0.3687 0.6516 0.3472 0.6390 0.3654 0.6490 1.88

CB-fair 0.6906 0.2637 0.6883 0.3152 0.7034 0.2838 2.67

CB-fair+WE 0.5761 0.4202 0.5640 0.4216 0.5681 0.4279 1.37

~ = l/2-TB fair+WE 0.3261 0.6779 0.3262 0.6734 0.3360 0.6776 2.08

T = 1-TB fair+WE 0.3124 0.7020 0.3140 0.6893 0.3083 0.6905 2.28

v = 2-TB fair+WE 0.2824 0.7040 0.2879 0.7151 0.2956 0.7301 2.59

Table 1: Ui throughput (~ps) for the tient-server scenario where the offered load ~ co.

Mgorithms Tx:l * 2 Tx:2 * I Tx:2 ~ 3 Tx:3 ~ 2 Tx:3 * 4 Tx:4 ~ 3 FI

Original 0.1568 0.6712 0.6733 0.6865 0.6878 0.1657 4.38

Win-exe 0.5588 0.5145 0.5177 0.5107 0.4978 0.5179 1.12

CB-fair 0.0964 0.6744 0.6865 0.7119 0.7011 0.1015 7.23
,

CB 5192 0.4560 1.19

10 I 0.4861 I 0.5773 I 1.25

l-fair+WE 0.4694 0.5256 0.5281 0.5422 I O.!
1

T = l/2-TB fair+WE 0.5991 0.4811 0.4937 0.484
L

T = 1-TB fair+WE 0.6454 0.4641 0.4696 0.4612 0.4638 0.6116 1.40

v = 2-TB fair+WE 0.6808 0.4459 0.4437 0.4600 0.4236 0.6518 1.61

Table 2: Lti throughput (~ps) for the Astation scenario where the offered load ~ m.

dgorithrn is able to improve the performance of edge stations ad-
equatdy. The 4station scenario has the above described impact.
The resdts of the 4station scenario are shown in Table 2. The
sinudation resdts of the network without any ~gorithm show
that Ei12 and Ei3 have the lowest throughput, wher~ the
other ~ have similar throughput. FI is 4.38 (0.6878/0.1568) for
the network without any algorithm. At this point, implementing
ody the window-exchange algorithm increases the throughput of
fink12 from 0.1568 ~ps to 0.5588 ~ps. Now, FI becomes 1.12

(=~.5588/0.4g78). T~S is the best FI vaue among the restits
of the network with the other algorithms. Since the connection-
based method gives higher priority to the inner stations, it in-
creases the throughput of the inner stations, and decre~es the
throughput of the edge stations. Thus, if we implement ody the
connection-based method, it worsens the fairness in the the net-
work. FI becomes 7.23 (=0.7119/O.09W). hplementing both the
window-exchange ~gonthm and the comection-based method
*O provides a fair network access. b this c~e, FI becomes
1.19 (=0.5422/0.4560). The tim~based method (~ = 1/2) with
the window-exchange algorithm &o provides a fair access where
FI is 1.25 (=0.5991/0.4811). The total throughput of the network
where both the window-exchange algorithm and the counection-
based method is implemented, is %76 (3.o4 ~ps). It is exactly
same ~ the tot~ throughput of the network without any dg~
rithm. Using ody the window-exchange algorithm increases total
throughput sfightly, whi~ is %78 (3.12 ~ps).

4.3 Thoughput of the 5-station Scenaio

h some -es, edge stations dominate the network, consequently,
inner stations can not fid any chance to reserve the channel,
such as the &station scenario. The restits are given in Table 3.
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The network without any algorithm has a f~ess index of 23.79

(=1.g530/O.0821) w~~ shows that there is a N (Ui4) in the
network that ~ transmit 23.79 times more than another N
(~i23). me reason of this unfair network access is the pre
ence of more than one sinudtaneous comrotication. Using ody
the window-exchange dgorithrn cannot solve the problem, where
FI becomes 15.10 (=1.9726/0.1306). Using both the connection-
based method and the window-exchange dgorithrn, we improve
the performance of the inner stations. k this case, FI becomes
4.o7 (=1.1948/0.2933). The best fair network access is achieved
by using the tirn~b~ed method (~ = 2) with the w~dow-
exchage algorithm where FI becomes 3.15 (=1.0353/0.3268).
There is an interesting phenomenon such that while the window-
exchauge dgoritbm incre=es the throughput of the outer ti,
it decre=es the throughput of the inner W. The impact of the
connection-based method is vice versa. Using both algorithms si-
mtitaneously smoothes the impact. As &scussed in Section 2.1,
edge stations do not re~ze the transmi ssion if its neighbor sta-
tion is in non-participant mode. h this -e, edge stations back
off with larger back-off window sizes. Thus, the throughput of
the edge stations decreases. However, the window-exchange d-
algorithmincrexes the throughput of the edge stations by min.
imizing their back-off window sizes. Since the confection-b=ed
method gives a higher probabtity to inner finks and lower prob
abihty to lower W, it decre=es the throughput of the edge
stations. ~ this scenario, the total throughput of the original
network is 4.89 ~ps which is a restit of having two simtita-
neous communications in the network. Note that the channel
capacity is 4 ~ps. The network with the window-exchange d-
algorithmgives a total throughput of 5.14 ~ps. The network with
both the connection-based method and the window-ex~mge d-
algorithmresdts in a total throu@put of 4.39 ~ps.
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~gorithms I Tx: I Tx: I Tx: I Tx:

1+2 2+1 2+3 3+2

Oribd 1.9508 0.1200 0.0821 0.2865
1 1 , ,

H Win-exe I 1.9664 I 0.3133 I 0.1609 I 0.1306

CB-fair 0.3387 0.2317 0.2294 0.8508

CB-fair+WE 1.1948 0.3880 0.2974 0.3133

-I = 1/2-TB fair+WE 1.3704 0.41ss 0.2774 0.2473

.{= 1-TB fair+WE 1.1917 0.4226 0.3112 0.2760

-{ = 2-TB fair+WE 1.0347 0.4223 0.3374 0.3339

Tx:

3+4

0.2S70

0.1340

0.S614

0.3217

0.243S

0.30s0

0.32SS

Tx: Tx: Tx: FI

4+3 4+5 5+4

0.0S71 I 0.1213 I 1.9530 Ill 23.79

0.2696 I 0.395S I 1.3761 Ill 5.64

0.3035 I 0.4142 I 1.1949 III 4.33

0.3369 I 0.4302 I 1.0353 Ill 3.15

Table 3: Ui throughput (Mbps) for the 5-station scenario where offered load ~ m.

1 Mgorithms Tx1 ~ 2 Tx2 ~ 1 Tx:3~4 Tx:4 ~ 3 Tx:5 ~ 6 Tx:6~5 FI

Original 1.4111 1.4491 0.066s 0.0250 1.4392 1.420S 57.96

Win-exe 1.39s2 1.4070 0.0932 0.0sss 1.4023 1.4022 15.s4

CB-fair 1.3765 1.3267 0.0950 0.1135 1.3s79 1.3926 14.66

CB-fair+WE 1.3047 1.3075 0.1704 0.1707 1.3034 1.3066 7.67

-i = 1/2-TB fair+WE 1.2309 1.2277 0.2323 0.2339 1.2313 1.2290 5.30

-~= 1-TB fair+WE 1.0904 1.0930 0.35s1 0.3533 1.0940 1.0921 3.10

u~ = 2.TB fair+WE I 0.9554 0.9493 I 0.4s19 0.47s7 I 0.9501 I 0.9516 Ill 2.00

Table 4: Ui throughput (Mbps) for the &station scenario with dashed diagonrd finks where the offered load ~ m.

4.4 Thoughput of the 6-station Scenaio with
Dashed Diagonal Ltis

The &station scenario with dashed diagonsd B is a typical
example of a network with distributed network load. Sirnda-
tion resdts are given in Table 4. As seen from the table, the
throughpu~ of the W between stations 3 and 4 are very low.
Thus, the network without any dgorithmhas a very poor fair net-
work access where FI is 57.96 (=1.4491/0.0250). Using both the
window-exchange algorithm and the connection-based method,
the network access is improved to a certain tit where FI is
7.67 (=1.3075/0.1704). However, the tirn~b=ed method with
the window-exchange dgoritbm h= better impact when there is
a distributed network load. The tirnebased method for v = 2
with the window-exchange dgoritbrn etiates the problem sig-
nificantly where FI is 2.00 (=0.9554/0 .47S7).

4.5 Tboughput of the 6-station Scenaio with
Sofid Diagonal LNs

The &station scenario with sofid diagond Enks is an example of
blocked edge stations We the Astation scenario. Simtiation re-
sdts are given in Table 5. As seen from the table, the ~ of
the stations 1, 2, 5 and 6 have less throughput than the finks of
the stations 3 and 4. The network without any algorithm has a
fairness index of 4.55 (=0.4062/0 .0S93). Using ordy the window-
exchange algorithm, FI becomes 1.71 (=0.3603/0.2110). As we
dismsed in Section 4.2, using ody the connection-based method
worsens the fair access where FI is 5.92 (=0.4190/0 .070S). Using
both the connection-based method and the window-exchange d-
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gorithm, FI becomes 1.46 (=0.3220/0.2205). This configuration
provides the best FI v~ue, which leads to the most fair network
access. Using the timebased method *O leads to the fair net-
work conditions. Using the algorithms rdso increases the total
network throughput. The total throughput of the network with-
out any dgorithrn is 3.22 Mbps. The total throughput atieved
by using ody the window-exchange dgoritb, the timebased
method for v = 1 with the window-exchange dgoritbm, and
both the connection-based method and the window-exckange d-
algorithmare 3.74 Mbps, 3.73 ~ps and 3.61 Mbps, respectivdy.
h this scenario, the rdgoritti not ody provide a fair access in
the network, but *O increase the total network throughput.

5 Conclusions

h recent years, CSMA-based MAC protocok have been designed
to control the media and to provide a fair and robust wireless net-
work. However, those protocok do not provide a fair network. b
this paper, bakmced media access methods have been proposed
for wireless networks to solve the fairness problem. The proposed
methods, which are based on persistent CSMA protocok, are
generdy applicable to ~ MAC protocok. Two Werent brdanced
media access methods were introduced: a connection-based and
a time-based method. The proposed methods are based on the
exchange of information about the number of connection or the
average contention period, respectively. Each station is responsi-
ble of broadcasting the related information to the stations within
its communication reach. Using the received information, each
station cdtiates a H access probabtity for its individud fink.
Stations access the medium using the dcdated probabtity, We
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n Mgorithms Tx: Tx: Tx: Tx: Tx:

u 1+2 2+1 1+4 2+3 I 3+2
Oriad ! 0.1174 I 0.1127 I 0.0893 I 0.0928 I 0.3983

Wm-exc 0.3472 0.3529 0.2600 0.2621 0.2186

CB-fair 0.0867 0.0909 0.0786 0.0778 0.4146

CB-fair+WE 0.3220 0.3191 0.2461 0.2543 0.2224

7 = l/2-TB fair+wE 0.3505 0.3622 0.2570 0.2605 0.2139

-~ = 1-TB fair+WE 0.3555 0.3454 0.2659 0.2710 0.2100

v = 2-TB fair+WE 0.3447 0.3470 0.2795 0.2656 0.2160

Ngorithms Tx: Tx: Tx: Tx: Tx:

Tx:

3+4

0.4021

0.2150

0.4123

0.2319

0.2097

0.2214

0.2069

Tx:

~cont.ed) 4+1 4+3 4+5 5+4 6+3 5-6

Original 0.3944 0.4020 0.3913 0.0912 0.0948 0.1151

Win-exe 0.2167 0.2110 0.2209 0.2570 0.2560 0.3603

Tx: Ill FI

~

=

0.4062 -

0.2186 -

0.4190 -

*

0.2262 -

0.2212 -

0.2119 -

6+5 Ill

0.1148 Ill 4.55

0.3404 Ill 1.71

CB-fti 0.4168 0.4117 0.4143 0.0708 0.0731 0.0849 0.0826 5.92

CB-fair+WE 0.2240 0.2275 0.2205 0.2391 0.2381 0.3195 0.3188 1.46

7 = l/2-TB fair+WE U2087 0.2212 0.2109 0.2473 0.2546 0.3583 0.3537 1.74

T = 1-TB fair+WE 0.2174 0.2158 0.2062 0.2620 0.2506 0.3443 0.3548 1.72

~ = 2-TB fair+WE 0.2090 0.2189 0.2088 0.2635 0.2544 0.3443 0.3412 1.68

Table 5: Lii throughput (Mbps) for the &station scenario with sofid diagon~ W where the offered load ~ m.

the persistent protocol. k the connection-based method, the
information is broadcasted whenever stations rerdize the change
in the network topology. k the timebased method, it is broad-
=ted in a periodic basis. The connection-b~ed method doesn’t
have any overhead wMch is ocued in the timebased method
because of the periodic information exchange. The performance
of the tim~b=ed method is better when the network load M-
fers from H to N, such as the &station scenario with dashed
diagonrd ~. The rdts show that none of the rdgorithm d-
alwaysprovide the best fair access in every scenario. According to
the scenarios, sometimes the network without any algorithm gives
the best redts, sometimes the window-exchange algorithm, and
most Iy the bahmced media access methods. Athough it does not
always achieve the best fair access, the connection-based method
with the window-exchange dgorithrn always achieves a very rea-
sonable fair access, wkich is close to the the restits of the best
configuration. It &o provides the bat fair access in the &station
scenario with sohd diagond h. The timebased method with
the window-exchange ~gorithm provides the best fair network
access in two scenarios (the 5-station scenario and the &station
scentio with dashed diagond *) out of five. However, it in-
troduce a periodic information exchange, and the weight factor ~
needs to be estimated for each scenario. As a resdt, the balanced
media acc~s methods with the window-exchange dgoritb sig-
ficantly etiate the fairness problem that exists in the wirdess
hWC protocok. The future research work is to develop a method
to estimate the trfic demand in the connection-based method
and Atiate the weight factor based on the network config-
urations in the tim~based method. The other future work is to
simdate the algorithms for ~erent offered loads to show the

~pact of the ~gofit~, SUd os operating the stations on an
ON/OFF basis.
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